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A play–aid supplement, by Henrik ''Lankin'' Lerdahl



CHARACTER CREATION

Attributes: 5 / 4 / 3 (+1 free dot on 1 Mental attribute) Skills: 11 / 7 / 4 (+3 Specialties)

Merits: 7 dots (5th dot in Attribute, Skill or Merit costs double)

Catalyst: Determines first Favored Axiom.

Foundation: Provides a ''Grant'' &amp; second Favored Axiom (choose 1 of the 2 listed for foundation)

Axioms: Choose third Favored Axiom freely. Then distribute 3 dots between your favored Axioms.

Health = Stamina + Size.

Size = 5 (for average adult human) Initiative Mod = Dex + Com

WP = Resolve + Composure. Defense = lowest of Dex &amp; Wits

Speed = Str + Dex +5

Starting Obligation: 7 (optional rule: -1 per +5xp added, but also get Catalyst's Derangement).

Starting Inspiration: 1 dot (but can buy up more, for 3 Merit dots per level).

Starting Wonders: A new genius is allowed 5 rolls in order to his first wonders, which are

constructed normally, except that there are a few specific limitations that apply to them.

Starting Mania = (max pool) – (sum of Ranks of all starting Wonders) –1 if Foundation member.



CATALYSTS

NAME



Motive



Known As...



Planet



Grimm

Hoffnung

Klagen

Neid

Staunen



Fury

Vision

Loss

Rejection

Curiosity



Asuras

Principalities

Cassandras

Wyrms

Grigori



Mars

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Mercury



Favored Axiom

Katastrofi

Metaptropi

Exelixi

Epikrato

Apokalypsi



Favored Madness

Irrationality

Narcissism

Depression

Suspicion

Fixation



Grimm: Anger &amp; rage, implying a Breakthrough out of fury &amp; disgust with the world as it is now.

Hoffnung: Hope for the future, implying a Breakthrough out of a dream of improving the world.

Klagen: Sorrow &amp; despair, implying a Breakthrough based on personal tragedy, suffering, and loss.

Neid: Jealousy &amp; envy, implying a Breakthrough based on frustration &amp; humiliation.

Staunen: Curiosity, amazement &amp; awe, implying a Breakthrough based on stark amazement.



FOUNDATIONS

NAME



Focus



Mad . . .



Artificers

Directors

Navigators

Progenitors

Scholastics



Tinkering

Debate

Action

Generating

Theory



Engineering

Psychology

Physics

Biology

Philosophy



Favored Axioms

Automata

Automata

Katastrofi

Automata

Apokalypsi



Prostasia

Epikrato

Skafoi

Exelixi

Metaptropi



Nicknames

Makers, Tinkers, Artisans

Overlords, Disputers, The Loud

Daredevils, Guardians, Fire Bait

Breeders, Gardeners, Demiurges

Bookworms, Invisibles, Collegiates



Artificers: Those geniuses who excel at building, tinkering, and fiddling with wonders. Their

primary joy is in construction and design.

Grant: Reduce the time needed to build or fiddle with any wonder by 1 step (minimum 1 day for

non-kitbashed wonders), and suffer no penalty for doing this.

Directors: Those who see debate &amp; discussion as the most important part of their research. They

are gregarious &amp; social, often even charming, but prone to manipulation at the expense of invention.

They manipulate mortal and Inspired research from their boardrooms and secret message boards.

Grant: Can spend Mania to enhance their Social Attributes (Pres, Man &amp; Com). When they do

this, they do not suffer penalties for low Obligation, nor do they suffer Jabir penalties.

Navigators: Geniuses who are as eager to use wonders as to build them; they are daredevils and

adventurers as well as scientists.

Grant: Can spend Mania to enhance their Physical attributes (Strength, Dexterity, or Stamina).



Progenitors: Those who are focused on growth, transformation, and the violation of boundaries.

Progenitors develop hideous new creations and unleash them upon the world.

Grant: They don't suffer a -1 penalty for building a wonder of Size 1, and suffer only a -1 penalty

(not a -2 penalty) for building a Size-0 wonder. (They gain bonuses for large wonders normally.)

Wonders that use different default Sizes (like most vehicles and automata) are unaffected by this

grant. Progenitors also gain a bonus when fiddling with their wonders equal to their Dexterity.

Scholastics: The geniuses focused on study, theory &amp; philosophy. They are mathematicians,

linguists, philosophers, and clever abstract thinkers.

Grant: Can select her fault from 2 offered by the ST with a regular Success rather than an ExSux.

An Exceptional Success allows her to choose from three faults selected by the Storyteller. An

Exceptional Success and double the usual Mania cost is still needed to build a wonder without any

faults. Also, Scholastics always know their wonder's faults immediately upon handling the wonder.

Rogues: A genius who belongs to neither a foundation of the peerage nor a baramin of lemuria.

Many rogues are Illuminated; those that aren't must tread carefully lest madness take them.

Grant: Receive no benefit for their status, but they don't need to bind 1 Mania to a foundation.

Axioms: A rogue receives whichever two favored Axioms she wants. If she joins a foundation,

she loses Favored benefit to one of those Axioms, which is replaced by one of the foundation's

Favored Axioms, but she regains the same ones if she returns to rogue status.



AXIOMS

NAME



Axiom of...



It . . .



Apokalypsi

Epikrato

Exelixi

Katastrofi

Metaptropi



Discovery

Domination

Restoration

Destruction

Transformation



Automata



Independence Animates



Prostasia

Skafoi



Protection

Travel



Reveals

Controls

Improves

Harms

Changes



Wonders

Analysis &amp; communication devices

Dominatn &amp; manipulatn techniques

Medicines &amp; Upgrades

Weapons of devastation &amp; ruin

Devices to transmute &amp; modify

Artificial Minds &amp; Created Beings



Preserves Machines to Shield &amp; Defend

Transports Vehicles &amp; Gates.



Catalyst Foundation



Staunen

Neid

Klagen

Grimm

Hoffnung

–

–

–



Scholastics

Directors

Progenitors

Navigators

Scholastics

Artificers,

Directors,

Progenitors

Artificers

Navigators



Apokalypsi: Scanners, mind-reading machines, &amp; communication devices.

Epikrato: Dominate minds &amp; control the physical and mechanical world.

Exelixi: Repair &amp; improve things both living and mechanical.

Katastrofi: Produce death lasers, heat rays, poison gas bombs &amp; other instruments of devastation.

Metaptropi: Perform 'alchemical' experiments, to change shape, &amp; to alter the appearance of things

Automata: Create independent thought processes; to produce cogitating computers, clone armies,

and slavering zombie hordes.

Prostasia: Suits of armor, protective shields, and sanctuary screens.

Skafoi: Everything from wheeled vehicles to rockets to teleportation devices &amp; dimensional gates.

(Those Axioms tied to the catalysts – Apokalypsi, Epikrato, Exelixi, Katastrofi &amp; Metaptropi –

are sometimes called the "core" Axioms, and are considered easier to learn at their basic levels

than the others, since they are tied directly to states of mind).



TRAITS



INDEX



Inspiration



Mania



Obligation



Experience Points



Catalysts



Foundations



INSPIRATION

lvl



cap



Mania



Jabir



lvl



cap



Mania



Jabir



1

2

3

4

5



5

5

5

5

5



10 / 1

12 / 2

16 / 3

20 / 4

25 / 5



–1

–1

–1

–1

–2



6

7

8

9

10



6

7

8

9

10



30 / 6

40 / 7

60 / 8

80/ 10

100/ 15



–2

–2

–3

–3

–3



lvl



cap



Mania



Jabir



lvl



cap



Mania



Jabir



Axioms: Non-favored Axioms can't exceed Inspiration level. If lvl drops, excess dots go ''dormant''.

Cap: The natural max ratings of the character's Attributes &amp; Skills

Mania: First listing is max points genius can hold at any one time, followed by max spent per turn.

Jabir: As a genius grows more powerful, his Inspiration shines out of him to illuminate the world.

This can be a curse for those mad scientists who want to look more "scientist" than "mad." Their

Mania begins to tamper with perception &amp; procedure, skewing any attempt to engage in normal

science or to perform normal experiments. Though the genius himself suffers no penalties – the odd

effects from his perception ''cancel out'' when brought into conjunction with the odd effects from his

behavior – he struggles to communicate his ideas to others. Modern geniuses call it ''technobabble''

in an attempt to soften the horror of the phenomenon, but it's formally known as ''Jabir'', a sudden,

paralyzing loss of clarity and coherence when a genius interacts with a regular mortal.

Any attempt to explain research or to communicate ideas with mortals suffers a -1 penalty as the

genius' own Mania scrambles the presentation of his ideas. At Inspiration 5, this penalty grows to

-2, and then to -3 at Inspiration 8. This penalty covers a number of scenarios.

Jabir arises if a genius: ●"Talks shop" with a group of mortal researchers (Presence + Socialize),

●Attempts to cooperate with a group of technicians in fixing a computer (Intelligence + Computer),

●Defends a new scientific theory (even a mundane one) before a group of scholars (Wits+Exp), etc.

In general: It's an indicator of how badly a genius can alienate a crowd by talking about his ideas.



MANIA



SPENDING MANIA



A genius can spend Mania (within the per-turn limit) to produce any of the following effects:

●Enhance Mental Attributes: Mania is, among other things, pure intellectual and creative

energy. Every Mania spent can give a +1 bonus to any Mental Attribute (Int, Wits, Res) for one turn.

This can be any Mental Attribute or combination of Mental Attributes.

The Foundation of ''Directors'' can also use Mania to enhance their Social Attributes in this way,

while members of the ''Navigators'' can similarly enhance their Physical Attributes with Mania.

●Power mundane technology: By manipulating a machine in ways no sane person could, a

genius can keep a machine running even when it has no ordinary power source. How much time one

point of Mania buys depends on the device:

Device

Lights in a room

Automobile

Flashlight, cell phone



Lasts

1 day

1 hour

1 hour



Device

Lasts

Big Truck

30 minutes

Computer 10 minutes

Prop Plane 10 minutes



Device

Construction Equipment

Portable camera

Jet



Lasts

10 minutes

10 minutes

1 minute



Every time they feed Mania into a machine, roll a ten-sided die. On a 10, the object immediately

loses 1/4th of its Structure as the genius rips the guts out of the device &amp; pushes it beyond the limits

of its function. A genius can only power mundane tech this way; wonders have separate mania costs

GENIUS TRAITS: Mania
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●Enhance technology: Every point of Mania grants a +1 bonus to any piece of technology in the

genius' possession for 1 turn (a 'piece of technology' is any item that an intelligent being has worked

or modified to use; once someone pulls the leaves off a stick to make a club, it is "technology").

Roll the bonus dice for enhanced tech separately. Every 10 these added dice roll causes the tool to

lose 1/4th of its max Structure (so, four 10s will destroy any item). The tool takes damage after it is

used, not before. Mania can be spent to grant added dice to wonders as well as mundane technology.

●Understand technology: Spending 1 Mania allows a genius to understand the function &amp;

nature of any mundane or wondrous piece of technology, as well as how to turn it on and operate it

(to the limit of their Skills). This requires 1 turn of exploration and physical contact with the device.

It won't reveal hidden functions, or who made it, or allow them to do anything they lack the Skills

to do, but this can answer important questions about what an item is and how it's meant to be used.

●Dismantle technology: A genius can roll (Dex + Crafts) as an attack roll against any wonder,

mane, mundane technological artifact, or miscellaneous super-science item (entirely organic devices

use Medicine, not Crafts). They must spend at least 1 Mania to do this attack, which represents

quickly analyzing &amp; then ripping apart the target. Mania points spent are added to the attack roll.

The attack causes L or B dmg &amp; ignores Durability, but subtracts target's Defense (if any). The

''Energy channeler'' Merit can turn this into a ranged attack. Geniuses often use this technique when

faced with high-Durability wonders that are functionally invulnerably to small-arms fire.

●Using &amp; activating wonders: Many wonders of mad science require Mania points before they

can be used. The expenditure usually activates the wonder for a scene, though some require Mania

for every use. The basic rules for the cost of effects are given in the "mania" entries for each Axiom.

A genius can pay the cost to activate a wonder over the course of several (consecutive or

nonconsecutive) turns within a single scene; once enough Mania is in the wonder, it activates.



GAINING MANIA

A genius has 7 ways to regain Mania: contemplation, research, monologues, censorship/editing,

using the ''calculus vampire'' merit, deep inspiration, &amp; transferring mania from an outside source.

Contemplation: Geniuses are constantly thinking and scheming. Every morning, when she

wakes up, a genius regains one point of Mania. The exception is an unmada, who instead loses a

point of Mania every day to sustain her unmada field. (See Madness, Page 289.) Very rarely, during

a Maniac Storm, geniuses may recover additional Mania per day due to the transformative insanity

swirling around an area, but Maniac Storms are rare, unpredictable, and impermanent.

Research: A genius can also perform ''research'' to generate Mania. This can take several forms:

building interesting but useless gadgets, reading the latest literature, talking with other scientists or

researchers, performing experiments and test-runs, even just standing in front of a blackboard and

thinking very hard. A genius with some kind of "prop" upon which to work (some tools and cogs, a

Scientific American she hasn't read before, another scientist to talk to, or even a note pad and paper)

regains 1 Mania per hour of research. A genius who is simply thinking recovers 1 Mania per 2 hours

Research dominates a genius' full attention: she cannot perform research while building wonders,

making repairs, conducting investigations, or even participating usefully in a stakeout or negotiation

A genius can normally spend up to 6 hours per day in this kind of research. Every additional hour

in one day requires an unmada check, with a cumulative –1 penalty per additional hour.

[[[Monologues: If the genius has an unwilling person captured and restrained, he can regain a

number of Mania equal to his Inspiration + Presence. This requires at least thirty seconds of

ranting and can only be done once per day. This triggers an unmada check. The act itself is not a

transgression, but getting there often is (kidnapping is an Obligation-6 transgression), and

triggering an unmada check is an Obligation-8 transgression.]]]

[[[Johannes: but how would you expand it? Henrik: probably something like "explaining your

Inspired/''crazy'' ideas, findings, research, inventions, principles and/or plans to someone you

shouldn't, either because they might use it against you, or because they can't cope with it, or

because doing so requires a morality sin to accomplish''.
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So that it in-character makes a bit more sense, in that you gain "mania" by *finally* getting the

opportunity to force another to *understand*, to in some small way twist their thoughts more into

alignment with yours, thereby gaining power. or just finally getting to verbalize &amp; share stuff you

normally can't. but in any case, allies &amp; minions &amp; people who already know won't ''count'', since

there's no ''energy'' released or produced in the process.

Stuff like that makes it feel more like "this is WHY geniuses act like this, as natural result of

logical natural laws", and less "we invented these mechanics just because cheesy movies are like

this, and we have no more explanation than that"]]].

Censoring Conflicting Ideas: The unmada (and only they) have one additional avenue of Mania

recovery. Destroying an object of particular value that the genius disagree with, such as burning an

ancient scroll containing "unlawful" secret techniques or smashing a laptop that was set to broadcast

the indiscretions of the unmada's group, nets a number of Mania equal to the genius' Inspiration +

Resolve. This can only be done once per day. Lemurians call this technique "editing" and use it to

dispose of unwelcome ideas and artifacts that contradict their pet theories. Editing, whatever a

genius calls it, is an Obligation 6 transgression.

Deep Inspiration: A genius can spend Mania she doesn't actually have by reaching deep into her

psyche. This is a reflexive action. She can channel the normal amount of Mania per turn based on

her Inspiration. Upon doing so, she makes an unmada check with a penalty equal to the number of

points of Mania channeled. These additional Mania points do not add to the genius' total Mania

score; they must be spent immediately. Illuminated cannot perform Deep Inspiration.



TRANSFERRING MANIA

Mania manifests in 2 forms: idea &amp; energy (modern geniuses view this latter ''forceful'' or ''motive''

type of Mania as being similar to electricity, though it is emphatically not the same).

Idea to Idea: Intelligent beings (geniuses, beholden &amp; intelligent manes) can transfer Mania by

communicating with one-another. This requires a common language and the ability to communicate,

either verbally or through the written word. As an Instant action, two beings can in this way transfer

a number of Mania per turn = (their combined Inspiration scores). The range is however far clear

communication can be maintained, even over a phone line. Even with a textual medium this needs

to be done ''live'': Mania can't be pre-recorded, or stored in notes, without using a Capacitor (p295).

Energy to Energy: Artificial things (mundane technology &amp; manes) manifest Mania as a sort of

motive force. They can transfer Mania through physical contact. If both parties involved lack

Inspiration scores they can still transfer 1 Mania per turn in this way, if both take an action to do so.

Idea to Energy: Transferring Mania from a "thinking" source to a "motive" one (such as a genius

"feeding" Mania to a wonder) requires "Doing Science To It". This requires physical contact, and

usually involves flipping knobs, removing superficial damage, tightening bolts, and any other such

technological activities that are outside the scope of mundane technological activity.

Energy to Idea: In reverse, a genius getting ''thinking'' Mania out of the ''motive'' type stored in a

wonder, requires "Doing Analysis". Things like analyzing readouts that come out of the machine,

measuring it with calipers, and other behavior that makes no sense from the perspective of normal

science but that nonetheless gives the genius vital insight, which translates as Mania.

Limit: A genius can only gain a number of Mania per scene from external sources (including

capacitors, beholden, and other geniuses, as well as Deep Inspiration, but not counting use of the

''Calculus Vampire'' Merit) = their max Mania per turn (based on Inspiration).

Receiving any more in the same scene requires an unmada check, with a penalty equal to the

number of times previously the genius has rolled an unmada check that day.



BINDING MANIA

Geniuses bind points of Mania to create/adopt wonders, to sustain most permanent transformations

&amp; boosts caused by wonders, and to be a member of a Foundation. Geniuses can't hold more Mania

than their max Mania (as determined by Inspiration) minus the amount of Mania they have bound.

Only Geniuses can bind Mania. Beholden &amp; unInspired manes can spend Mania, but can't bind it.

GENIUS TRAITS: Mania
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OBLIGATION

Beholden &amp; unInspired manes have Morality. Geniuses, Inspired manes &amp; intelligent automata have Obligation

Obligation level

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Social modifier

Degeneration



lvl

10



9



8



7



6



5



4



3



2

1



+1 dice

5 dice



+1 dice

5 dice



+1 dice

4 dice



+1 dice

4 dice



±0

3 dice



±0

3 dice



–1 dice

3 dice



–1 dice

2 dice



–2 dice

2 dice



–2 dice

2 dice



►Transgressions &amp; ■ Morality Sins

►Using wonders to accomplish a task that could have

been done just as well with mundane science or skill.

■ Selfish thoughts.

►Allowing one's wonder to risk Havoc.

►Experimenting on animals

►Allowing one's wonder to turn temporarily orphan.

►Altering self or another person with mad science,

■ Minor selfish act

even temporarily (not including healing).

(●Verbal bullying, ●Withhold charity)

►Going a day without human contact.►Performing surgery.

►Allowing one's wonder to turn permanently orphan.

►Grave-robbing, dissection, or making zombies.

■ Injury to another, whether accidental or

►Failing to help a victimized innocent in need.

intentional (●Hit person; ●Fall on someone

►Triggering an unmada check in oneself.

and accidentally break their leg)

►Emotional manipulation.

▼ --------- From here and down, Obligation loss can cause a new Derangement --------- ▼

►Unintentional mass property damage brought about by Inspiration.

►Let an innocent die or be seriously injured &amp; not make effort to save them

■ Petty theft

►Experimenting on willing human subjects (including oneself)

(●Shoplifting;

when there is some possibility of harm.

●Pickpocketing)

►Making a person beholden.

►Mind control.

►Going a week without human contact.

■ Grand theft

►Creating an intelligent machine. ►Kidnapping.

(●Burglary; ●Armed mugging)

►"Editing" to gather Mania.

►Body swapping.

►Experimenting on willing human subjects (including oneself) where

there is a serious possibility of death or harm.

■ Intentional mass property dmg

►Programming permanent psychological limitations into an

(●Arson)

intelligent being.

►Killing an intelligent being.

►Sadistic mind control (f.ex. forcing 2 friends to fight for your

■ Impassioned crime

amusement) or similar acts of cruelty.

(●Manslaughter; ●Domestic

►Permanently &amp; significantly altering your physical form

dispute ending in murder)

(f.ex. adding 2 more arms)

►Experimenting on unwilling humans where there is a serious

possibility of death or harm.

■ Planned crime

►Permanently &amp; entirely altering your physical form

(●Premeditated, intended, murder)

(f.ex. uploading self into a computer or becoming a giant caterpillar)

►A month without human contact. ►Slavery.

►Spreading massive plague &amp; devastation.

■ Casual and/or callous crime

►Bringing the dead back to life.

►Rape or sexual mind control.

(●Serial murder)

►Hideous experiments on unwilling human subjects

■ Heinous act

►Scientific torture.

(●Mass murder; ●Genocide)



0



The Genius is now an ''Illuminated'', an unplayable &amp; insane monster, and so becomes an NPC



TRANSGRESSIONS

Violations of Obligation include, from least to most heinous:

●Actions that imply a lack of respect for the dangerous power of Inspiration

●Acts that regular humans find gross, unethical or ''cold'' (whether or not they're actually immoral).

●Actions that physically or psychologically distance the genius from humanity,

●Actions that display a cold or reckless disregard for civilization and/or the rule of law, and

●Acts that stem from a willingness to see humans as disposable, replaceable, beneath consideration.

These lists are not complete or all-inclusive; the ST is expected to examine questionable actions

from a genius to see if they fit with the general pattern of transgressions listed below, and to warn

the genius' player of a transgression that the mad scientist is poised to commit.
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OBLIGATION EFFECTS

Degeneration: Each catalyst has a ''primary Derangement''. Should a genius get a Derangement

due to degeneration, she receives that Derangement automatically, first. Subsequent Derangements

are determined like normal.

The Broken Chains: Should a genius reach zero Obligation, she becomes one of the Illuminated.

Freed from all ethical constraints, she becomes an abomination of science and forbidden secrets,

able to see humans only as victims and objects.

Paragon Status: A genius with an Obligation of 7 or higher qualifies as a Paragon. People have

difficulty imagining that the genius is up to no good. Even the most maladjusted genius, if he

possesses high Obligation, is automatically seen as a trustworthy authority figure by regular

mortals, someone to be admired for his intelligence and contributions to humanity. The genius gains

a +1 bonus to all Social checks when acting from a position of knowledge or authority. Further,

anyone trying to tar the genius' reputation suffers a -3 penalty to the attempt.

Stunted Social Skills: The Inspired are often awkward and isolated people, and as Obligation

falls, this problem grows worse. A genius with Obligation 5 or higher suffers no penalty. Those with

Obligation 3 or 4 get a –1 penalty to all Social checks, while at Obligation 1 or 2 it's a –2 penalty.

One of the Illuminated, who has no Obligation, is as charming as any other psychopath and

suffers no such caps, though many are so insane they cannot communicate meaningfully. Directors

are also immune to this disadvantage when they spend Mania to boost their Social Attributes, which

only encourages some to neglect their Obligation further.



UNMADA



Mania is raw creativity, and geniuses have a bottomless well of it. They just need to open up their

minds. Of course, opening up their minds can drive them insane. Channeling too much Mania risks

turning a genius into an unmada, unable to distinguish between the real world and the hallucinations

created by her own Mania: They believe their mad science is how the world actually works.



UNMADA CHECKS



Certain actions (f.ex. Deep inspiration or transferring excessive Mania to self), triggers an ''unmada

check''. Only Inspired beings can become unmada or Illuminated. Beholden and unInspired manes

cannot suffer these fates. Base Dice Pool: Obligation.

dice

Penalties

–1 Per additional unmada check in one day

–1/M Using Deep Inspiration to gain added Mania



dice

Bonuses

+1 Unmada check is related to genius' catalyst

+2 Unmada check is related to genius' Obligation



Success or Exceptional Sux: The genius feels a brief surge of madness but suffers no ill effects.

Failure: The genius becomes an unmada, but can spend 1WP to resist the effect. If they do so,

the genius instead gains a mild Derangement, or an existing mild Derangement becomes severe, for

the duration of the scene. This Derangement is usually the sort that reinforces the genius' own belief

in the correctness of his worldview: Suspicion, Narcissism, and Avoidance are common.

Dramatic Failure: The genius becomes an unmada.



UNMADA TRAITS



An unmada experiences the following modifiers and special conditions:

●Attempts to argue against them (usually Persuasion checks) based on external facts about the

world, or to change their mind with regard to facts about the world (but not about moral or

Obligation-based considerations) suffer a penalty equal to half their Inspiration.

●An unmada suffers double the normal Jabir penalty.

●An unmada loses one point of Mania per day instead of regaining one like other geniuses. The

genius cannot refuse to spend this point of Mania.

●An unmada generates a field around herself, called an ''unmada field'', its extent based on their

Inspiration. If they can't spend the daily Mania they can't sustain the field, which collapses until she

gets a point of Mania. (Once she has Mania, she immediately spends one point to restore the field).

GENIUS TRAITS: Unmada
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THE UNMADA FIELD

An unmada field extends around the character, covering an area based on their Inspiration. The

unmada field reflects that unmada's own beliefs, echoing their philosophy back at her and twisting

reality &amp; perception so the unmada's worldview and aesthetic sensibilities are repeatedly validated.

This unmada field offers a rich environment for manes, who can remain stable (not orphans) if

ideologically compatible with the unmada's madness. Manes spawned by the genius' madness or

drawn by compatible nonsense inhabit the field. They have no fixed number, but geniuses usually

estimate a total number of Size units of manes in an unmada field equal to genius' max Mania pool.

insp



AREA OF FIELD



Nature of local Manes



Σ Size



1

2

3

4

5

6

7+



Same building

City block

Several city blocks

City neighborhood

City directional location

Half of city

Entire city



Small regular objects &amp; plants

Small animals, hand-held objects

A few clever person sized animals, many smaller creatures

A few intelligent creatures, several animals, many smaller beings

Thriving ecosystem and small communities

Thriving intelligent culture

A few Inspired manes



10 total

12 total

16 total

20 total

25 total

30 total

40 total



The manes inhabiting an unmada field view their sustainer as a sort of liege. Maniacal animals

treat him not quite as a master, but as a source of safety &amp; authority. An unmada automatically gets

the ''Allies (Unmada Manes)'' merit at a dot rating = (1/2 his Inspiration). Manes can guard areas,

report suspicious activity, pass along information, or offer super-scientific advice (if intelligent).

They will not be used as a personal army or security force. A genius needs automata or beholden for

lab work or muscle; unmada manes don't serve in that capacity. These manes, of course, also have a

vested interest in keeping a mad scientist crazy.

An unmada field follows the genius, though it may take time to re-establish it if they move a lot.

If a genius goes outside of his field, his effective Inspiration (for setting area of control &amp; richness

of the maniacal life there) begins at zero &amp; increases at a rate of +1 dot/week until it's at maximum.

An unmada field is noticeable to geniuses. Even at low levels, ripples of insanity swirl through a

genius' home. Evidence against his world-view seems to disappear. Arguments falter, growing

confused and unconvincing. As an unmada's power grows, small objects appear that satisfy the

unmada's philosophical or aesthetic sense: one might find that the store next to an Etherite's house

sells tiny but functional toy electro-guns or more cars with fins tend to drive by, while traditional

Oracles find unsavory technology disappearing around them, replaced by simple, well-made

machinery. A powerful unmada is basically sovereign inside his own mind, immune to contradictory

evidence – which vanishes – and surrounded by eager, fawning servants, happy to feed the echo

doctor's delusions back to him. Manes that match the genius' ideas appear constantly, reshaping the

unmada field like fairy-tale brownies until it resembles the unmada's ideal environment.



CURING UNMADA

A genius becomes an unmada by failing an unmada check. Several types of frantic Maniacal work

can trigger an unmada check. Snapping out of being an unmada is not easy. If the genius is a

Lemurian, she must leave her ''Baramin'' behind, either becoming a Rogue or joining one of the

Foundations of the Peerage. This takes a full month for the subscription to run out.

Next, she must focus on "stoppering" the flow of Mania. This requires 1WP per day for 1 day per

dot of Inspiration. These points must be spent every day, in order, or the genius must start again.

During this time, an unmada's resident manes will grow increasingly frantic, attempting to stop her

from abandoning her psychological state. Once the work is done, the genius must spend all her

current Mania (can spend this Mania on "nothing" at their normal expenditure rate).

Dice Pool: Inspiration + Resolve.

Suggested Modifiers

dice

Every point of Mania still in their system –1

Still belongs to a Lemurian zotheca

–2

Has risked Illumination in past month

–2
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Suggested Modifiers

Has left their own unmada field

Belongs to an unmada-free collaborative

Has fended off their own unmada manes
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dice

+1

+2

+1 to 3



Success: The genius escapes her unmada status. Her unmada field diminishes as if her Inspiration

were declining by one point per day until it is gone.

Exceptional Success: The genius snaps back to full lucidity. Her unmada field disappears

instantly and she regains a number of Mania equal to her per-turn expenditure.

Failure: The genius cannot escape her unmada status. She may start again by spending WP again.

Dramatic Failure: The genius' maniacal resolve hardens. She must make an unmada Check,

which threatens Illumination.



ILLUMINATED

Unmada who trigger an unmada check risk becoming Illuminated.

Dice Pool: Obligation.

Success or ExSux: They feel something alien slithering behind their eyes but suffer no ill effects.

Failure: The genius becomes Illuminated. She can spend a point of Willpower to resist the effect.

If she spends Willpower, the genius instead automatically loses a dot of Obligation.

Dramatic Failure: The genius becomes Illuminated.

Effects: Upon becoming Illuminatd the character's Obligation immediately becomes 0. They can

continue to perform actions that normally require unmada checks, but don't need to make the roll.

The only exception is ''Deep Inspiration'': an Illuminated can't attempt Deep Inspiration.

Description: Monsters – sometimes extraordinary, sometimes disgusting – who haunt the dreams

of geniuses, their mere existence offering an ultimate release from the frustrated brilliance of the

Peerage, from the suffocating hypocrisy of Lemuria: a moment's lapse &amp; a genius consumes himself

from the inside out, purified &amp; transformed, a creature of pure Mania...and utterly without humanity

They come in many varieties. Some work alone, performing hideous and abominable experiments

– they know enough not to let their atrocities come to light. Others form weird cabals, behaving like

some sort of alien gestalt intellect, as if the same transcendent force controls all of them, compelling

them to commit newer and more dreadful acts of mad science. Some Illuminated are screaming

monsters, the horrific results of too much self-experimentation, vile once-human things that lurk in

the dark places of the world, occasionally coming up to feed. Others appear completely normal, able

to fool their comrades and former friends while they work toward some unfathomable &amp; alien goal.



EXPERIENCE POINTS

TRAIT

Attribute

Skill

Skill Specialty

Merit

Inspiration

Obligation



XP cost

New dots x5

New dots x3

3 xp

New dots x2

New dots x8 (+ a thesis)

New dots x3



TRAIT

XP cost

Favored Axiom

New dots x5

Non-Favored Axiom New dots x7

Fellowship

Scholarship



3 xp (and must qualify)

Lasts for one year



Fellowship Syllabus New dots x4

Regain lost WP dot 8 xp



Optionally, an ST may allow players to trade dots of Obligation for xp during character creation.

This may reflect some sin committed before the Breakthrough, but more likely represents a grave

transgression the genius committed in her first days as a mad scientist. This transgression taught her

something important (hence the extra XP), but may have already begun her downward slide toward

brutality and callous indifference. A dot of Obligation can be cashed in for 5 experience points.

The genius' Obligation can drop to five this way, earning ten experience points. This does result

in the genius gaining his catalyst's Derangement. The Derangement appears if the genius reduces

his Obligation to 6; reducing his Obligation to 5 does not risk further Derangements.

Dropping one's Obligation before play does not yield Larvae.
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